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INTRODUCTION 
Two SINGULARITIES of a C”-function f: Dz +R are said to have contact, if they lie on 
the same level component: 
contact 
Fig. 1. 
no contact 
The purpose of the present paper is to classify P-families M x D*+R of functions, 
for which these contact relations are the same in each fibre. 
By the type of a P-singularity n E ~(2)~ in two variables we mean its class under 
orientation preserving right equivalence. We shall only consider functions with simple 
singularities in the sense of Arnol’d[l]. A finite formal linear combination, with 
positive integer coefficients, of simple singularity types shall be called a constellation 
C. If m(7) denotes the Hopf index of a singularity type r, we speak of m(C): = 
Znim(ri) as of the Hopf index of the constellation C = Xniri. -TO combine all general 
assumptions about our families into a single notion, we define: 
Definition 1. Let M be a C”-manifold with or without boundary and C a 
constellation with Hopf index m(C) = m 5 1. A C”-map F: M x D2 +fp shall be called 
a C-family, if for each u E M the singularities of F,: = F/u x D* constitute the 
constellation C and if there is a neighborhood of M x aD2, on which F is in the 
normal form F(u, z) = Re z’-~ (resp. (~1’ if m = 1). Similarly, we speak of single 
C-functions f : D* + R. 
The singular set SF: = {(u, z) E M x D*(d,F(u, z) = 0) of a C-family is a 2-codi- 
mensional submanifold of M x 8*, and the projection SF + M is a differentiable 
covering- in particular locally trivial. Thus it makes sense to say: 
Definition 2. A C-family over M is contact preserving, if the contact relations 
among the singularities in the fibres are locally constant with respect to ii4. Two 
contact preserving C-families F. and F, over M are said to be isotopic, written 
F. - F,, if there is a contact preserving C-family H over [0, 11 x M such that H,, = Fo, 
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H, = F, and H,](aM x D*) does not depend on t E [O, 11. The isotopy class of a single 
C-function f shall be called its level situation Lcf); and a contact preserving C-family 
is called an L-family, if all it’s members have the common level situation L. 
Clearly, the functions of a contact preserving C-family over a connected manifold 
will all have a common level situation. -Our aim is to find L-families, for any L, 
which are universal in the following sense 
Definition 3. An L-family FL over a manifold ML without boundary shall be called 
universal, if for each manifold M with boundary, differentiable map Q/J: aM + ML and 
L-family F over M extending the induced family G*FL, there is an extension 
‘P: M + ML of I,+ such that F and **FL are isotopic. -The result of this paper is a 
rather explicit construction of certain compact K(r, I)-manifolds ML and universal 
L-families FL over them (theorem in 03). 
For motivation see[3], 02: The theorem solves what is called the “L-problem” 
there. The restriction to simple singularities instead of just finitely determined ones is 
not essential, neither here nor in[3] on which the present paper depends. To prove the 
same results for the more general case one would have to proceed a bit more careful 
at a few places (like[3], 55, §8) where it was convenient to refer to direct inspection of 
the singularities Ak, Q, E6, E,, E8. Simplicity is essential, however, for the program as 
a whole (see[3], 92) of which the present study is a part, because there we have to 
consider families with versally unfolded singularities, and “universal” such families 
shall be constructed by induction on the number of occuring singularity types. 
51. PREPARATIONS 
Let F be an L-family over a manifold M. For each fibre SF(u), u E M, of the 
“singular covering” S, + M, let = denote the contact relation and X&U): = SF(u)/ = 
the quotient. Since F is contact preserving, the 2.4~) are, in a canonical way, the 
fibres of a differentiable covering CF + M, which we call the “contact covering” of F. 
The projection Sr + M factorizes into coverings S, +Zr + M, and Fl& factorizes 
via Z F; let it be written as S, +ZZF $I. For u E ZF(u) and E > 0, we denote by 
U,(a) that connectedness component of F,-‘([@,(a) - E, (PF(cr) + E]), which contains 
the elements of u C SF, and we define PU,: = F,-‘(@&CT) + E) 17 U,(c). Similarly, if 
XC XF is a subset and E: X-R a positive function, we shall write U,(X): = 
U U+,(a) and @U,(X): = u a’LJ,,,,(a). It will also be convenient to have a name 
SEX UEX 
for the singular set of F/M x t3D2 (which is of course M x cYD* itself if the Hopf index 
is 1), let us call it Sk. 
Fig. 2. 
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Let Xl,.., X, be the connectedness components of ZF. If the differentiable 
positive functions E;: Xi +R are sufficiently small, then the Vi: = U,,(Xi) will be 
pairwise disjoint and disjoint from Sk. The 8’Ui will then be I-codimensional closed 
submanifolds of M x D*, transversal to the fibres and to M X aD*. They do not 
seriously depend on the choice of the sufficiently small Ei: when there is need to make 
this more precise, observe that we can easily find a vector field 6 on M X 
D’\(S, US;), tangent to the fibres and to M x 80*, with t(F) = I (f.i. 5: = 
grad,Fll)grad,FI(* if M(L) = 1, and similarly with some adjustment near M x cYD* if 
m(L) I 0). The flow of such a vector field can then be used, in an obvious way, to set 
up isotopies between the a’U, and 8’U: belonging to different small enough Ei and r:. 
A contact class u E xF(u) shall be called an “inner” class, if its level component 
does not intersect the boundary u x aD*. Then for sufficiently small E > 0, the U,(a) 
will not intersect u x CID* either, and hence there will be a unique boundary com- 
ponent B,(o) of U,((T) which encloses the others (in the sense that they are contained 
in the bounded component of R*\&(a)). We call B,(a) the e-bag of (+. Depending on 
whether B,(a) belongs to PVC(a) or a-U,(a), we say that d- is of minimum or of 
maximum type. If B,(u) encloses another (r’E ZF(u), we write u’ < CT and say that o’ 
is dominated by u. 
level comoonrnt 
I(u) of 0 
Fig. 3. 
This notion of dominance defines a partial ordering among the inner elements of 
ZF(U). -The connectedness component in & of an inner element consists of inner 
elements, and we can speak of inner components X of 2, of their e-bags B,(X): = 
U &Jo) for sufficiently small positive differentiable E: X +R, their (maximum or 
UEX 
minimum) type and of the dominance ordering among the inner components of ZF. 
Let us use the word “dominant” for “maximal with respect to the partial ordering 
by dominance”. If the Hopf index is 1, then over each component of M there is a 
unique dominant component of Z F; denote their union by X0. Those components 
which are dominant in EF\XO shall be called the subdominant components of EF. 
-The maximal length of a dominance chain is called the depth of F, or rather the 
depth of L, as it only depends on the level situation. In the Hopf index 1 case, our 
construction of universal L-families will be an induction on depth. We will simplify F 
to a family FO by replacing the subdominant components X’, . . , X” and all their 
“contents” by components of nondegenerate extrema, and then we apply the in- 
duction hypothesis to FO and to certain families over the Xi. If the Hopf index is 10, 
we proceed similarly with the dominant inner components. -In this way, the problem 
will be reduced to the case of certain “basic” level situations, which we shall treat in 
the next section. 
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52. THE BASIC LEVEL SITUATIONS 
Recall from [3,03, Definition 21 that a C-function is called rigid, if its local extrema 
are nondegenerate and the level components of all other singularities intersect aD2 
and is called cyclic, if the local extrema are nondegenerate and there is just one other 
critical level component and this one does not meet the boundary. Let us also take 
into consideration one further type of C-functions, namely those which have a 
degenerate minimum as their only singularity; call them degenerate minimal. -These 
three properties are invariant under isotopy, and hence we may speak of rigid, cyclic 
and degenerate minimal level situations. In the present section, we will define 
universal L-families for these “basic” level situations. 
rigid cyclic 
Fig. 5. 
degenerate miwmal 
We first choose representatives fL: Dz +R with the following properties: fL has at 
most two critical values for its local extrema, namely one for the minima and one for 
the maxima, and in the nonrigid cases fr is moreover “orthogonally symmetric”‘, i.e. 
is invariant under Z,: = ZlnZ C S’, where n is the “order” of fL. in the cyclic case 
(see[3, $31, and n = 2 in the degenerate minimal case. -Now we let FL over ML: = 
(pt} be given by fL in the rigid case, while in the cyclic and degenerate minimal case 
we define FL over ML: = S’IZ,, as in Theorem 6 of[3] by F,(gZ,, z): =fL(g-‘z). 
LEMMA. These FL are universal L-families. 
Proof: Theorem 6 of[3] says, that in the rigid and in the cyclic case, FL is 
universal for locally trivial fL-families. As a supplement to Theorem 6 let us here 
remark that the same is true in the degenerate minimal case, which can be seen as 
in[3] for the cyclic case, only much easier. -Now let L be a basic level situation, h4 a 
connected manifold with boundary, $: aM+ ML a differentiable map and F an 
L-family over M extending I,+*&,. We have to find an extension \Ir: M + ML of + such 
that Yf*FL - F. -Let X be a component of 2, If X + M is a nontrivial covering, then 
X must be an inner component. This is in fact true for any L. In our case of a basic 
level situation, we can even conclude that the singularities occurring in X must be 
either minima or maxima, since there can be at most one other inner contact class in 
each fibre. Thus, by our choice of the representatives fL, we can define a locally 
constant function DL: xF + R by assigning to each component the “corresponding” 
critical value of fL. On the other hand we have the function aF: 2, +R given by F 
itself. (PF and (PL coincide over the boundary, and for F to be a locally trivial 
fl-family it would certainly be necessary that they coincide everywhere. Thus as a 
first step in the proof of the lemma, we will convince ourselves that up to isotopy (and 
this is: without loss of generality) we may in fact assume ar. = aF. I claim: There is an 
isotopy H of F with a,.,, = QF + t(aL - QF). 
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Let &(u) denote the union of the singular set Sgu) of F,(u X 8D2 and of all 
singular level components of F,; and let Exu) be the set of connectedness com- 
ponents of S;(u). Two different elements of EF(u) U Xxu) are called neighbors, if 
there is a connectedness component A of D*\Z,(u) such that both intersect A. It is 
generally true for C-functions, that neighbors cannot have the same value. But this 
also implies, that for 0 I t I 1 the function CF U 2b+fp, given by F on x; and by 
@‘F + f(OL - a,) on EF, will always distinguish neighbors. -With this observation in 
mind, we now proceed as follows. First consider the cyclic or degenerate minimal 
case. Defining H,, we shall use, in each fibre, the level components of F, and just give 
them new values. On the critical components these new values shall of course be 
defined by (DF + t(QL -aF). Let X1,. . , X, be the components of x.F and E;: Xi +R 
sufficiently small positive differentiable functions. We extend the definition of H, to 
U, U . . U lJ, by requiring that for fixed t and u E Xi the difference F - H, be constant 
on U+,)((T). Using the above observation on neighbors and making the E; smaller, if 
necessary, it is now easy to extend the definition to all of M x D*, respecting the 
boundary conditions but not creating new singularities. -If we proceed analogously 
in the rigid case, we arrive at an intermediary fi, with the same level components than 
F but which, for just this reason, will satisfy the boundary condition only in a 
neighborhood of Sk and not of all M x JD*. This B, however, can easily be improved 
to the required isotopy H by slowing it down suitably near M x aD*, which completes 
the first step in the proof of the lemma. 
Now we may assume that @F = eL. But then F is in fact a locally trivial f,-family. 
To show this, we will use the following simple vector field lifting argument (*): If H is 
a C-family over [0, I] x M which is locally constant on its singular set S,, then we can 
lift the vector field ((a/at), 0) on [0, l] x M to a vector field u on [0, l] x M x Dz which 
is ((a/lit), 0,O) in a neighborhood of [0, l] x M x 8D2 and which satisfies u(H) = 0 
everywhere. To prove (*), it suffices to find such u locally. Outside S, this is always 
possible, and at the points of S, the existence of such a “trivializing” local vector field 
follows, since H is locally constant on S H, from the local triviality of T-families 
(see[21, p. 149). -To prove the local fl-triviality of F, we may assume M = R”. Let 
p: [0, 11 x R” +R” be given by ~(t, x): = tx and H be the induced family p*F. By (*), 
there is a diffeomorphism of R” x D* over R” which is the identity in some neighbor- 
hood of R” x c?D’ and which carries the trivial FO-family Ho into H, = E But F0 = 
FIO x D* is isotopic to fL, and since fL and F0 have the same values on corresponding 
singularities, we can find an isotopy h which is locally constant on S,,. Thus we can 
apply (*) to h and conclude the local f,-triviality of F.-Since an isotopy of locally trivial 
fl-families in the sense of [3], § 10 is, afortiori, an isotopy of L-families, the iniversality of 
the L-families FL follows from their universality as fl-families, and the lemma is proved. 
83. THE GENERAL CASE 
Now let again L be any level situation, F an L-family over a manifold M and X 
an inner component of xF. Let B be a bag of X, i.e. an e-bag for some small enough 
positive differentiable E: X +R. An embedding (Y of X x D2 over the projection 
X + M shall be called a filling of B, if it satisfies the following three conditions. (i) 
For each u E X, the restriction a,: u x D*+ u x D* is an orientation preserving 
embedding which maps the boundary u x aD2 with constant speed onto the fibre B(a) 
of the bag, (ii) On some neighborhood of X x aD2, a is given by F and by cyJ(X x aD*) 
in the following way: a, maps mz onto cp,(a,(z)), for z E aD*, where cp denotes 
the flow of *grad F,/Jlgrad FU112, the sign depending on the (maximum or minimum) 
type of X, (iii) The map X + GL’(2, R), aF-+da,(O) is null-homotopic. 
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Obviously, the same definition makes sense if X is a union of inner components of 
which no two are dominance related, and a filling of B is then given by fillings of its 
components. In particular, we may speak of fillings of aB, which is a bag of 3X. It 
follows from the contractibility of the group of diffeomorphisms of D* onto itself 
which are the identity on some neighborhood of the boundary (see Smale[4]), that 
each filling of JB can be extended to a filling of B. 
Let again Q! be a filling of the bag B of a component of ZF. Then we define 
F”: X x D*-*R by F”(cr, z): = 1 *(Foa(a, z) - F(B(a))), the sign depending on the 
type of X. This F” is an La-family over X for some level situation L” of Hopf index 
1. If F’ is any L/-family over X, with L’ of Hopf index 1, we can use cr to insert F’ 
into F as follows: We define FO,F’ as the family over M x D*, which “outside” the 
bag coincides with F and which satisfies (FO,F’)(a(u, z)): = F(B(u)) 2 (F’(cT, z) - 1). 
If iU is connected, FQF will be some L-family over M. The dominant component of 
Cp defines a component X’ of I; =oaF’ which is canonically isomorphic to X, the bag B 
is still a bag of X’, and (Y remains a filling with respect to FO,F’. 
If 1. .I’ denotes the standard family (a, z+]z]*, we call FO,). .I’ = :F/LY the sim- 
plification of F by Q. We note (FQF’)” = F’ and (FOuF’)QF” = FO,F”, in parti- 
cular (F/(r)O,F” = FO,F” = F and (FO,F’)/a = F/a. 
(No), 
Fig. 7. 
If X is a union of dominance independent components, all these operations can 
also be done in an obvious fashion, namely simultaneously for the components, and 
we shall use the same notation in this more general situation. 
To apply these processes to our problem of finding universal L-families, we 
introduce the following notation and terminology. Let L be a level situation of Hopf 
index m and F an L-family over A4. The union XF C ZF of all dominant (if m 5 0) 
resp. subdominant (if m = 1) inner components of ZF shall be called the core of F. By 
a core filling, we mean a filling of a bag of the core. The simplification F/a of F by a 
core filling will be of some basic level situation Lo which only depends on L and 
which shall be called the basis of L. Let A, denote the set of all level situations of 
Hopf index 1. The level situations of F” over the various components of X, define 
what we call the core character AF: X, + A,. 
In 62, we have chosen representatives fL, and universal families Fk for basic Lo. If 
L,, is rigid or cyclic, iet E,, C 8’ denote the set of local extrema of f&. If a map 
A: EO+Al is given, then a level situation Lev(L,,, A) is well defined by insertion. 
Conversely, if a nonbasic L is given, its basis Lo will be rigid or cyclic, and for a 
suitable choice of A: EO-*A, we will recover L as Lev(LO, A). For what follows, let 
such a choice of A now be fixed for each nonbasic L. Moreover, for each rigid or 
cyclic Lo we choose a core filling a0 of FLo. With all these choices being made, we are 
now going to define L-families FL, later shown to be universal, for all nonbasic L. We 
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will express Ft recursively in terms of Fb and the FAc,), e E EO. 
recursive description will give us FL for all L E A, by induction 
will define FL for all nonbasic L with Hopf index 10. 
In view of 02, such a 
on depth, and in turn 
Definition: Let L be a nonbasic level situation of Hopf index m, let Lo be its basis 
and A : E,,+ A, with Lev(LO, A) = L as chosen. If m = 1, let n be the order of f~, and 
TC Z, the subgroup of those elements under which A is invariant. Let I act on 
II MAC,, in the natural way, i.e. by yp(e): = P(Y-‘e). Then we define recursively: 
&Eo 
and 
ML: = S’ xr II MAC,, if m = 1 
@SE, 
Note that the ML are compact connected differentiable manifolds without boundary 
and K(r, 1) - spaces. -To define the families FL, recall from 92 that Mb = S/Z. if 
m = 1 and ML0 = {pt} if m s 0. Thus in any case, we have a canonical map VLo: ML + 
Mk, and we consider the induced Lo-family FL’: = qLo*FL, and the core filling aL for 
Fro which is induced from the chosen core filling a0 for F,+,. In a canonical way, the 
core X, of FL0 is ML x E. if m I 0 and PL XrEo if m = 1, where ZJL denotes the 
I-principal bundle S’ x II MAC,, over ML (induced from S’+ St/I? by the canonical 
GE0 
projection qIIA : ML+ S’lr). Let Eo’, . . , Eo’ denote the orbits of the I-action on Eo. 
Then XL is the union of the corresponding XL: = PL x,Ei. To unify the notation, let 
Eo’, . . , Eo’ in the case m I 0 denote the one-point subsets of E. and X,‘: = ML x Ed. 
Let US abbreviate A(E,‘) = : Li, MLi = : Mi and FLi = : Fi. Then we have canonical 
maps YL’: XL’ +Mi, namely given by qYt([(g, CL), e]): = p(e) if m = I and by the 
projection onto the corresponding factor if m 5 0. These tIlLi then induce Li-families 
F,‘: = YLi*fi over XLi, which together define a family FL over the core, and we define an 
L-family over Mt by 
Definition. F,: = FLOo,,Ft. 
THEOREM. These FL are uniuersal L-families. 
Proof. So let I& aM + ML and an L-family F over M extending #*Fr. be given. 
We have to extend 1,4 to a q: M * ML with F - **FL. By $2 and induction hypothesis 
the families F4 and E are universal. 
Wherever possible without ambiguity, we shall use the symbol 8 to denote the 
restriction of something, that lives on or “over” M, to the boundary aM. In particular, 
we have dF = @*FL. Let us extend the induced core filling t+4*aL for aF to a core 
filling (Y for E If we write cLo: = *2+, we have aF/aa = +$(Fb/ao). Now &,: = 
Fklao, since it is isotopic to Fb, is still universal ( in fact, we could have chosen fL, 
and a0 in such a way that FLo/eO = Fd, and hence we can find an extension 
qo: M + Mk of Jlo and an Lo-isotopy h between F/(Y and *a&,. This isotopy effects a 
well defined isomorphism between the cores of these families and therefore, since the 
cores of F and F/a are canonically the same, between XF and the core of *%Fk. 
Now we consider the case m = 1. The core of pk is then, canonically, S’ xz,Eo, 
and hence h defines an isomorphism X, = YZS’ xz,Eo. The core character, in turn, 
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determines a lifting VI, of *,, to S/T: there is a unique 9A such that 
s/r YfS’ x,E, 
A Y” I SI 
M--+‘lZ, and *tS’ x,,E,, = X, commute, 
where A’ is given on each fibre by the I-invariant A: E,,+ A,. The map q\Ir, is an 
extension of &: = qLA+. 
According to XF z q:S’ xrEo, we have a decomposition of the core into X;’ = 
‘I’:$ xrE,,‘, i = 1,. . , r. The core filling (Y defines &-families F”i over X,i. If we look 
at the ,boundary, we see 3X, i = $*X,‘; and if $i denotes the composition ax;‘--, 
X,_‘AA4i, then JF”’ = 1,976. Since the fi are universal, we can find extensions 
qi: Xi -*Mi of $i and isotopies hi between Pi and *TE. The pi, as maps from 
‘RS’ x,Eo’ into Mi, together define a section of the bundle ‘P?S’ Xr II M e~Eo A(~) over M 
and thus a map 9: iU + S’ xrepGMAcr, =ML over *A. This map extends 4, and I claim 
that F and Y*F’ are isotopic. 
If we insert the ‘P\ILi into %$&,, using the induced core filling ~\IcQ, we obtain 
9*F,. On the other hand, F = FIaO,F”. We already have an isotopy h between F/a 
and Y$&, and we may choose a core filling p for h, which over (0 x M) U 
(JO, l] x JM) is given by a and over 1 x M by 98~~~. Thus all we need is a family h’ 
over the core X,, of h which over (0 X M) U ([O, l] X 3M) is given by F” and over 
1 x M by the ‘S’TLi, because then H: = hQh’ would be the desired isotopy between F 
and **FL. But with respect to the canonical isomorphism between [0, 11 x XF and X,,, 
such a family h’ is given by the isotopies hi, and this observation completes the proof 
of the theorem in the case of Hopf index 1. -If the Hopf index is 10, the 
construction of Y and H = hC&h is straightforwardly analog, only simpler, and 
instead of writing it down we declare the Theorem to be proved. 
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